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The CryoSat-2 Payload and y y
Operating Modes.
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Elevation retrieval from combined range and angle measurement, 
E t A t ti M h 2011East Antarctica, March 2011



Calibration of the interferometer
E t f lEast of ocean mesoscale

Southern Ocean: 
high wave height

Southern Atlantic 
magnetic anomalyhigh wave height g y



Retrieving the interferometer angleg g
roll angle

interferometer
angleg

sin(θ ) = Arg(Ψ(0)) / k Bsin(θ ) = Arg(Ψ(0)) / k B+ϕacross-track sin(θ ) = Arg(Ψ(0)) / k0Bsin(θ ) = Arg(Ψ(0)) / k0B+ϕdslope

θ ≈ χ +β /η



Measuring the interferometerMeasuring the roll angle Measuring the interferometer 
angle       
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Removing SWH dependenceg p



Calibration as a function of        θmm

M d l f tMeasured scale factor:
0.973

Th ti l l f tTheoretical scale factor:
0.970
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First instantaneous ocean surface vector gradient:g



Performance and Residual Errors



Summaryy

• We have successfully calibrated the interferometer – the residual errors 
contributing a negligible 0 14 mm height errorcontributing a negligible 0.14 mm height error.

• We find that the accuracy of the across-track slope estimate of the 
marine geoid to be 26 microradians at 10km, far exceeding the g 6 0 , g
specification of 200 microradians. As we are only picking the phase 
value at the retracking point, we believe that further work at fitting the 
full echo could lead to an improvement in accuracy – 10 microradiansp y
being a reasonable estimate. 

• Finally, CryoSat-2 was not designed for the purposes of estimating 
across-track ocean slope – however we believe our work hasacross track ocean slope however we believe our work has 
demonstrated the potential capability of a normal-incidence 
interferometric configuration which has not been previously recognised. 
Our results demonstrate that it is reasonable to suppose that suchOur results demonstrate that it is reasonable to suppose that such 
configurations may achieve the 2 microradian requirement for 
measuring ocean mesoscale features. 


